Design, synthesis and DNA interaction studies of new fluorescent platinum complex containing anti HIV drug didanosine.
Forming coordination complexes with nucleoside analogues may be helpful in studying antitumor activity of them. Therefore, in order to improve the clinical efficacy of nucleoside analogue and design new ones, a new fluorescent platinum complex with anti HIV drug didanosine (ddI); K[PtCl(OCH3)2(ddI)]; was synthesized and characterized. The UV-vis spectroscopy, IR, TGA, mass assignments and elemental analysis confirmed the preparation of the complex. The molecular ion peaks seen at the positive Mass spectrum of Pt complex confirm coordination of the drug to metal center. The interaction of this complex with calf thymus DNA (ct-DNA) was studied using several spectroscopic techniques such as UV absorption, fluorescence spectroscopy and dynamic viscosity measurements. Hyperchromism of the band in the UV-Vis spectra and the intrinsic binding constant (0.56 ± 0.25) × 104 M-1, decreasing in Hoechst-DNA fluorescence by adding Pt complex concentration and also relatively small changes in DNA viscosity indicated that this complex could interact as a groove-binder. According to the UV spectra and the fluorescence quenching of the complex in our case seems to be primarily caused by complex formation between the Pt complex and DNA. The thermodynamic parameters showed that hydrogen bond and van der Waals interactions play main roles in the binding of Pt complex to ct-DNA. The free energy values are negative, showing the spontaneity of the Pt complex-DNA binding. The docking simulation was performed and the results confirm a preference of groove site of synthesized complex on DNA helix. The knowledge gained from this study will be helpful to further understand the DNA binding mechanism and can also provide much fruitful information for designing a new type of anti-cancer drugs.